(Please prepare to read for Lincoln; Context: Lincoln works as an Abraham Lincoln impersonator in a game at the town fair; fairgoers come daily to shoot him for a chance to win a prize.)

LINCOLN: They say the clothes make the man. All day long I wear that getup. But that don't make me who I am. Old black coat not even real old just fake old. Its got worn spots on the elbows, little raggedy places that'll break through into holes before the winters out. Shiny strips around the cuffs and the collar. Dust from the cap guns on the left shoulder where they shoot him, where they shoot me I should say but I never feel like they shooting me. The fella who had the gig before I had it wore the same coat. When I got the job they had the getup hanging there waiting for me. Said thuh fella before me just took it off one day and never came back.

(Rest)
Remember how Dads clothes used to hang in the closet?

BOOTH: Until you took em outside and burned em…

LINCOLN: I got tired of looking at em without him in em.

(Rest) They said thuh fella before me—he took off the getup one day, hung it up real nice, and never came back. And as they offered me thuh job, saying of course I would have to wear a little makeup and accept less than what they would offer a—another guy—

BOOTH: Go on, say it. “White.” Theyd pay you less than theyd pay a white guy.

LINCOLN: I said to myself that’s exactly what I would do: wear it out and then leave it hanging there and not come back. But until then, I would make a living at it. But it don't make me. Worn suit coat, not even worn but the fool that Im supposed to be playing, but making fools out of all those folks who come crowding in for they chance to play at something great. Fake beard. Top hat. Dont make me into no Lincoln. I was Lincoln on my own before any of that.